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Name ________________________________
The Fellowship of the Ring

Activity #3 • Vocabulary
Book One, Prologue–Chapter V

Directions: Your teacher will assign you a word from the vocabulary list. Complete the
following chart for your word, then share the completed chart with the class.
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elusiveness (2) inimitable (2) antiquity (9) portended (12)
conjectural (18) conjuror (25) sundry (28) scintillating (28)
prostrate (29) perfunctory (31) ruefully (37) abominable (44)
wayfarers (46) rustic (47) mortal (50) province (52) 
valour* (57) frugal (79) cloven (79) bode (94) 
bollards (110) scrupulous (118) *Spelling given in text.

Definition

Sentence

Synonym Vocabulary Word Antonym

Pronunciation Part of Speech
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The Fellowship of the Ring

Study Guide

Directions: Answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper. Starred questions
indicate thought or opinion questions or an activity. Use your answers in class discussions, for
writing assignments, and to review for tests.

Prologue, pp. 1–18
1. Identify and describe hobbits and their lifestyle. 

2. Why did hobbits migrate from the Misty Mountains to Eriador?

3. *Describe life in the Shire. Explain why you do or do not think this type of isolationism is
possible in today’s world.

4. Identify other inhabitants of Middle-earth.

5. *Who is Bilbo Baggins and why is he important to the story? How did he come to
possess the ring? How long has he had it? 

6. Who is Gandalf? What do you consider his most important role in Bilbo’s life?

7. *Activity: 
(a) Working in a small group, prepare and display a map of Middle-earth or 
(b) sketch your impression of a hobbit.

8. *Activity: Begin a list of metaphors and similes you find in the novel. List 2–3 of these
devices on the chart; see page 22 of this guide. Continue the list on separate paper.

Book I, Chapter I, pp. 21–44
1. Give three reasons Bilbo Baggins is hosting a party.

2. Identify Frodo and tell why he is important to the story.

3. Why does Bilbo invite 144 guests to his party?

4. *Why does Gandalf apparently arrive in Hobbiton? What do you think is his real reason
for coming?

5. *What preparations does Bilbo make for his party? Identify one main difference between
hobbits’ birthday parties and what most people consider appropriate for such a party.
Explain why you do or do not think this would be a good idea for one of your
birthday parties.

6. What happens at the end of Bilbo’s speech? How do people react? 

7. *What preparations does Bilbo make for his departure? What do you think this reveals
about him?

8. Why does Bilbo want to leave? 

9. *How does Bilbo react to relinquishing the Ring? What does this indicate about Bilbo?
about Gandalf? about the Ring?
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The Fellowship of the Ring
Activity #9 • Character Analysis

Use During and After Reading

Sociogram

Directions: Place Frodo’s name in the center circle. Place the names of Sauron, Elrond,
Tom Bombadil, and Galadriel in the other circles. On the “spokes” surrounding each
character’s name, write several adjectives that describe that character. On the arrows joining
each character to Frodo, write words that explain his relationship with the character or the
impact the character has on Frodo.

write adjectives on these lines
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Name ________________________________
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The Fellowship of the Ring
Activity #13 • Comprehension
Use During and After Reading

Cause/Effect Chart

Directions: Make a flow chart to show decisions Frodo made, the decisions he could have
made, and the result(s) of each. (Use your imagination to speculate on the results of
decisions the character could have made.)

Decision

Effect

Decision Effect Effect

Effect

Effect Effect

Decision

Cause

Cause
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